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Environmental, Social and Governance Policy 

Policy 

Aubrey considers Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) issues to be an integral part of the 

investment process. Analysts perform an in-depth analysis of ESG criteria when studying companies, and 

positively engage with management where material risks are present. These discussions allow us to 

improve existing company policies and practices in which specific ESG topics have been identified. Our 

engagement is focused on companies that fall below our portfolio average ESG score where we aim to 

increase the portfolio’s average score through time.  

Aubrey bases its measures for ESG analysis on the United Nations Global Compact. This framework 

provides us with a foundation for assessing corporate sustainability where we focus our analysis on four 

themes: 

• Human Rights: Companies should respect the internationally declared human rights laws. 

• Labour: Elimination of discrimination in the workplace as well as all forms of forced labour.  

• Environment: Encourage companies to develop and create initiatives that promote sustainability.  

• Anti-Corruption: Businesses should eliminate corruption in all forms including bribery.  

Incorporation of ESG into investment process 

The companies we invest in are analysed through our own bespoke in-house ESG framework, where we 

use our internal know-how to create ESG scores for the companies in our portfolios. We assess 

Environment, Social and Governance categories and calculate an aggregate score using an equally 

weighted formula for the European Fund and a modified one for the Global Emerging Market Fund.  Some 

of the factors studied in our analysis, in addition to financial transparency and legal compliance, include:  

• Environment: This involves assessing the company’s environmental policy, supplier screening as 

well as the company’s resource usage.  

• Social: Analysis focuses on the company’s Health and Safety policies, Data and Cyber security 

infrastructure, philanthropic activities as well as the corporate culture.  

• Governance: Evidence of policies such as the company’s Code of Conduct, Anti-corruption and 

bribery policies, Chairman over boarding as well as the KPIs used in the company’s Long-Term 

Incentive Plan.  
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Responsibility 

The responsibility for the evaluation and documentation of ESG for each investment is integrated within 

the due diligence carried out by the assigned analyst. The process is overseen by the Sustainability 

Committee chaired by a director of the company.  

Voting 

Aubrey’s policy is to vote our clients’ shares by proxy.  Aubrey has an independent voting policy and does 

not automatically support the Boards of Investee companies.  Aubrey seeks to vote all shares held. Aubrey 

does not externally disclose voting actions or patterns on behalf of clients.  Please see our Proxy Voting 

Policy for further information.   

Regulation 

It should be noted that Aubrey complies with the UK Stewardship Code Disclosure Statement as required 

by COBS 2.2 of the UK Financial Conduct Authority.  This ESG policy should be read in conjunction with 

this document. 
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